FREE Download
Dresden Sunflowers
PRINTED

INTERFACING

DRESDEN
SUNFLOWERS

Queen Size Quilt

(90” x 90”)

Layout by Mattie Rhoades

This Dresden Sunflower layout
is adorable and a great scrap buster!
Perfect for 2½” strips!

Yardage & Cutting

IMPORTANT: There are many
patterns using this versatile Rob Pete
shape. They are used differently for
different patterns - read the instructions
before cutting and sewing.
Instructions sold separately.

Engineering printed interfacing since 1994!
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Makes 4 Potted Trees.
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Makes 4 Potted Trees.
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A.

Potted Tree is a border pattern used in the
Marie Webster quilt pattern, Cherokee Rose.
Visit quiltsmart.com for information on
Marie Webster designs.

Pot

To make TRUNK: Cut a 1” x 3“ fabric strip.
Press 1/4” to the back on each side. Tuck ends
under tree and pot to dotted lines. Zigzag to
background.
SMART TIP: If verbiage shows through fabric, cut
away interfacing from the backside.
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A.

Potted Tree is a border pattern used in the
Marie Webster quilt pattern, Cherokee Rose.
Visit quiltsmart.com for information on
Marie Webster designs.

To make TRUNK: Cut a 1” x 3“ fabric strip.
Press 1/4” to the back on each side. Tuck ends
under tree and pot to dotted lines. Zigzag to
background.
SMART TIP: If verbiage shows through fabric, cut
away interfacing from the backside.

Tree

Visit quiltsmart.com for ideas and inspiration!

“I shall...be the hero of my own life” (Dickens, 1917)

Pot

SMART TIP
Corners: Overlap borders when wave faces the inside of
the quilt. Add corner blocks or quarter
circles when wave faces the outside
of the quilt.
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SMART TIP
Butt ends of interfacing strip together on fabric to
create longer border strips.
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CUTTING
Dresden Sunflower Blades
- (Yellow)
(100) 2½” x 6” rectangles
Rob Pete (Green)
Leaves - (1) 6” strip
Stems - (5) 1½” strip
Black & White Polka Dot
Circles, Stars (1) 6” strip
Wave Border - (7) 8” strips
Background (3) 42” x 91” pieces
Backing(3) 42” x 96” pieces
Binding - (10) 2½” strips
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YARDAGE
Dresden Sunflower Blades
(15+) 2½” strips*
If you want each blade in a
different fabric, get:
(20) 2½” strips*
Rob Pete Leaves & Stems
- ½ yard
Circles, Star Struck, and
Wave Border
2 yards
Background - 9 yards
Backing - 9 yards
Binding - 1 yard

INSTRUCTIONS: 1) Cut shapes out in groups according to color. Slit centers on cut lines. 2) Place rough side of interfacing on right side of fabric. Sew on the solid line. 3) Trim on dashed line.
4) Turn right side out. Finger press. 5) Layer to and fuse to background. Zigzag.
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ALL FABRICS cut Width of
Fabric!

INSTRUCTIONS: 1) Cut shapes out in groups according to color. Slit centers on cut lines. 2) Place rough side of interfacing on right side of fabric. Sew on the solid line. 3) Trim on dashed line.
4) Turn right side out. Finger press. 5) Layer to and fuse to background. Zigzag.
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Copy

QUILTSMART
INTERFACING:
Dresden Plate: 5 panels
Rob Pete: 1 panel
Star Struck: 1 panel
Wave Border: 3 panels
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You will need Dresden
Plate “Instructions Only”
and 5 panels of Dresden Plate
Interfacing. OR, a Dresden Plate
Classic Pack (which includes
9 panels and makes 9 plates).
Cut Circles from the Dresden
Plate interfacing panel to use in
step 2. Make 5 Dresden Plates
following steps 1-18 of the
Dresden Plate Instructions.

4

For Circles, Stars, and Leaves,
sew on the solid lines with
a short stitch (2.0mm). Trim on
the outer dashed line. Gently
turn right side out through the
slit and use a blunt “pointer”
to gently poke out any points.
Finger-press edges. For the Wave
Border, trim along the dashed lines
of the wave clipping at the “valleys”.
Turn interfacing to the backside.
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Follow these basic“ZigZapps!”
instructions (also found on
the sides of the panels) to make
the Stars & Circles. Slit the center
of the Circles & Stars on the
dotted lines. This will make the
turning easier in step 4. Place
rough side of interfacing to right
side of fabric. Read all information
and tips on the interfacing. Wave
Borders: Sew the 7 fabric strips
together end to end, then cut into
3 even strips. Follow instructions
on interfacing to sew.

Sew your background
pieces together. Trim to 91’
x 91”. Position your pieces as you
wish. Fuse, tucking stems under
flowers. Appliqué by hand or
machine to your background
fabric (if you use a pre-quilted
piece, we recommend that you
hand-stitch so the threads don’t
show through to the other side).

Place the Rob Pete leaves
along the 6” leaf fabric strip,
putting a cross/slit in the middle
first, and placing them rough to
right as you did the Stars and Circles.
Stems: Using the 1.5” fabric strips,
fold under 1/4” on each side and
press. Or, use a 1” bias maker tool.
When you position them in step 5
with the other pieces, use a fabric
glue stick to secure them to your
background, or a fusible web product.

Lay the Wave Border along
the bottom over the stems,
centering as needed. Fuse to
background and zigzag stitch along
the wavy edge of the Wave Border.
Lay the two side waves along the
sides overlapping the bottom
wave and complete as you did the
bottom. Quilt and Bind as desired. See
below in red for helpful tips. Our website
has a lot more information on finishing
quilts and making shams. Enjoy!

FREE DOWNLOADS: For more Information on Binding, Borders,
Finishing Your Quilt, Pillow Shams, & Quilt Variations go to quiltsmart.com.
*2½” STRIP FRIENDLY: (1) 2½” x WOF yields 7 rectangles. 20 rectangles are needed per plate.
So if you have 20 strips you will get 7 plates with 20 different fabrics.
HELPFUL TOOLS: Open-toe presser foot, appliqué pressing sheet, cutting mat, rotary cutter, ruler,
pointer-turner, invisible thread, stiletto.

